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Gold Watch
Lupe Fiasco

I took a little time out to tab this song, and I don t believe it s completely
correct 
no one has put this song up here yet.

This is my first song ive tabbed by ear so comments and corrections are helpful!

- This song is so simple that adding some muted strums inbetween the chords will
add a 
flare, just make sure you listen to the verses so you know where to put them.

Chords
Bb    6  8  8  7  6  6
A     5  7  7  6  5  5
G#    4  6  6  5  4  4
G     3  5  5  4  3  3

[Intro]

 Bb
Lets peruse the essentials of Cool
 A                                G#
a brief study of/on the things so instrumental to Lu
 G
That make me feel flyer than lobby s of W s
a disclaimer just a rhymer no credentials from a school (x2)

[Verse 1]
Bb
In my Fall of Rome jeans, my Head Porter wallet
A                            G#
my Neighborhood shirt and my Eddie Cheng clock
G
Shit might not go to college but my street smart polished
like the black fingernails of that punk rock logic

Bb
Do the knowledge, man you can t be punk from projects
A                              G#
firm disbeliever in your punch clock promise
G
Was trading off my comics I was taking them to school
one of Jay-z boys now I m skating in your pool

Bb
not to be rude I m just hating on your rules
A                         G#
Like a young 50 I m on my world tour



G
Good morning Singapore I m bringing the sun wit me
from the Robert Taylor homes to Africa s slum cities

Bb
I am American mentally with Japanese tendencies
A                        G#
Parisian sensibility so stay out the vicinity of
G
yea, yea them niggas over there its just
yea, yea now look at what I wear

[CHORUS]
Bb
Got my, gold watch and my, gold chain
A                     G#
with my fancy car and my diamond ring
G
with my fancy broad and she foreign
so its no words and its no slang

Bb
and I m no trick and I m no lame
A                      G#
its just so slick that she s so game, and its
G
yea, yea she love it over here
Its just yea, yea she love it over here x3

It Follows That Pattern for the rest of the song, be sure when you play it you
strum 
to match the pace of the song, thanks!


